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This paper is a continuation of [l] and we shall use the same terminology. 
The main result of this part is the following: Suppose that the automorphism 
group of a connected graph of valency p + 1, p a prime, has a subgroup which 
acts as a regular permutation group on the set of s-arcs of the graph. Then 
s<7ands#6. 
The case in which the graph is finite and p = 2 was studied by Tutte [3]. 
Note that we do not assume that graphs are finite. 
1. PRELIMINARY R~ARKS 
In the whole paper G will denote a connected, s-transitive, (r + l)-valent 
graph with s > 1, r > 2. In view of [l, Theorem 41 we can identify the 
groups am(G) and aut(D”(G)). We shall also assume that aut(G) contains 
a subgroup A which acts as a regular permutation group on the s-arcs of 
G. Of course, this last condition is satisfied when G is s-regular because in 
that case we can take A = aut(G). 
One can verify that Theorem 6 of [l] remains valid when the condition 
that G is s-regular is replaced by the condition that aut(G) has a subgroup 
A which acts as a regular permutation group on the s-arcs of G. Theorem 7 
of [I] is also valid in this more general context, namely: His also a regular 
permutation group and H and A are centralizers of each other in the 
symmetric group on the set of s-arcs of G. Theorems 8 and 9 remain valid 
without any change. 
I am grateful to Professor F. C. Y. Tang for several very helpful 
discussions. 
* Research supported by NRC Grant A-5285. 
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2. GROUP DIGRAMS 
Let P be a group and I’ a subset of P such that x E J’ z=- x2 # 1. Thea 
we defke a digraph D(F, r) = D in the following way: The vertices 
are the elements of F, i.e., V(D) = F and if y, z E F there is an edge 
y to z if and only if there exists x E I’ such that my = z. Such digra 
6E(F, T) will be called group digraphs. 
The right translations of F are automorphisms of D(E;, I’). In particu 
the automorphism group of D(F, I’) is transitive on the vertices of D(a7, 
If y E F is fixed there are 1 I’ j edges of D(F, with head y and also / 6 1 
ed of D(F, I‘) with tail y. Here j I’ I denot be cardinahty of IT 
ignoring the orientation of the edges of D(F, F) we get an undirected 
graph w&h we shall denote by A(F, I’). The graph A(4;, r) is connected if 
only F generates F. 
ur interest in group digraphs comes from the following theorem: 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a connected, (r + I)-talent graph such that some 
subgroup A of am(G) acts as a regular permutation group on the s-arcs of 
G. Theaz Da(G) is a group digraph. More precisely, D*( 
the group digraph D(H, T) where I’ = (TV j I < i < rj~ 
BTOO$ Fix an s-arc S of G. Since N is regular the mapping 
IT--+ V(D”(G)) such that the image of h E N is the x-arc hS, is bijective- 
This mapping is an isomorphism of D(H, T) and P(G). 
3. SOME MORE PROPERTIES OF 
We recall that the subgroup flk (0 < k ,( s) of I3 was de&red in El] as 
follows: h E H, if and only if for some s-arc S of G we have 
S(0, k) = (hS)(O, k). Note that, if this is true for one s-are; 22, then it is true 
for all s-arcs. S(0, k) denotes the restriction of S to the set (0, I,..., k). 
know that the order of I!?,, is (r + 1) 9-l and the order of..$Tk for 0 < k < s 
is r-l. N is generated by Y permutations z-i , 1 < i < Y. If 
then 
xmn,i E fL\Hs-,+I (1 < ?I < s) 
and the elements 
&l,i (2 < m < r, 1 <i<k) 
generate I!ls-, for 1 < k < s. 
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THEOREM 2. HO contains no normal subgroup of H dfferent from 1. 
Proof. Assume that N # 1 is a normal subgroup of H and N C HO . 
Let k be the largest integer such that N C Hk . Then 0 < k < s. Let 
x E N\H,,, and let S be an s-arc of G. Then 
shows that rr~‘x~-~ 6 Ha , which is a contradiction. 
Now let us define Hmi (i > 1) as the subgroup of H generated by the 
elements 
47Ln.i = 7r$3-n3 (1 <m,n<r;l <j<s+i). 
We have 
1 = H, C sr,-, C -*a C H,, C H-, C H-, C a.. C H. 
THEOREM 3. We have H-, = H-, = **. and the index (H : H-3 is 
1 or 2. 
Proof. Let S be a fixed s-arc of G and Z the orbit of H-, containing S, 
i.e., 
.2 = {xS I x E H-,I. 
From HP, 3 H,, we deduce that if S, E .Z then also S, E .Z for all s-arcs S, 
such that S,(O) = S,(O). We define E,, C V(G) by 
Z,, = {T(O)1 TEZ}. 
Let q , v2 , v3 E V(G) be distinct and v2 adjacent to ZJ~ and v3 . The 
second assertion of the theorem will be proved when we show that v1 E ,Z’,, 
implies that v3 E Z0 . 
Let S, be an s-arc of G such that S,(O) = v2 , S,(l) = v1 . Choose n so 
that (T,S,)(O) # v3 . 
Then 
(~,W(4 = S,(O) = v2 9 
(~,ssl)(s - 1) = (rrnSJ(O) # v3 . 
Therefore we can choose m so that (vT~~,?S,)(S) = ZJ~ .
so 
and 
(77pTnTY1)(0) = (7+i-~%sl)(S) = v3 
(7r,lS,)(O) = S,(l) = VI . 
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Tf zjl E t’, then S, = z-;‘Sl E Z and 
which implies that v3 E Z0 . 
We have proved that (H : H-3 = 1 or 2. 
If (W : H-J = 1, i.e., H = H-, then the first assertion of the theorem 
is trivial. Let (H : HJ = 2. In view of the roperty of Co which we 
proved above we conclude that G has no circuit of odd length and .X0 
consists of all the vertices which have even distance from one 
v E .ZO . Ifj > 1 is arbitrary then for any m, IZ and any s-arc S 
between S(O) and (x,,,&‘)(O) is even. This implies that 
THEQ~M 4. Let s > 2 and let r = p be a prime. Fix x E 
and de&e 
xi = 7r;ix7Tli (i = 5,*1,...>. 
Then k(--1<k<s)isgem~ratedbyx~forO<i<s-k-land 
H is generated by x and ml . 
a”roof. If 0 < k < s we prove the first assertion by induction on s - k. 
If s - k = 1, i.e., k = s - 1, the assertion is trivial because Hz-, is 
cyclic of prime order and x0 = X. Ifs - k > 1 and S is an s-arc of G then 
CT; s+k+lxn$-lc-lS)(k + 1) = (xTT;-YY)(s) 
# ($-“-?T)(s) 
= S(k + 1)” 
This Shows that x,-k-~ E Hk\Ha+l . By induction +% is 
generated by xi (0 < i < s - k - 2). Since (Hk : Hk+3 = p orp + 4 and 
XI-k-1 (0 < j < p - 1) belong to different cosets of Hk with respect to 
H k+l , it follows that Hk is generated by xi (0 < i < s - k - I)* 
Now let k = - 1. Fix an s-arc S of G and denote by P the group 
ated by xi (0 < i < s). Since x E H,-, C H-, and H-, is normal i 
have xi E EL, (i = 0, il,..., ). So F C H-, . Let us define 
JY= (YSIYEFI, 
&J = (T(O)1 TE.q. 
Since P 3 H,, we need only to show that Z0 has the following property: If 
v1 , v2 , v3 E V(G) are distinct and o2 adjacent to both u1 and ~1~ then 
v, E Z,, implies that v3 E &, . 
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Let S, be an s-arc of G such that S,(O) = ~1~ , S,(l) = 2r1 , (rrlS1)(0) # aB . 
Such s-arc exists because s 2 2. Then we have 
(?T;-?sl)(s) = S,(l) = a1 , 
(7r;-lS1)(s - 1) = S,(O) = ZJ , 
(7T~-“S1xs - 2) = (~lsl)(o) # us . 
Therefore we can choose j, 1 < j < p - 1, so that 
(x%-~-lsl)(s) = v3 . 
If v1 E Z,, then rr$S1 E Z. Since ~;“x%T~~ = ~2 E F we have also 
7i-sxGr %i--5s E 2 1 111 ' 
which implies that v3 E & . Hence F = H-, and the first assertion is 
proved. 
If Hvl = H then clearly x and rrl generate H. Let (H : H-J = 2. Then 
7~~ $ HeI and the group generated by x and 7r1 contains H-, . Hence, x and 
VQ must generate H. 
4. GENERALIZATION OF A RESULT OF SIMS 
Some of the results of [3] have been generalized by C. C. Sims [2]. For 
our application we need to generalize further Proposition 2.6 of [2]. We 
state this as 
THEOREM 5. Let F be a group, a, b E F and 
ai = b-Q& (i = 0, kl,...). 
Let Fi(i > 1) be the subgroup of Fgenerated by the elements aj for 0 9 j < i. 
Suppose that a has prime order p and that there is an integer s > 2 such 
that the chain 
1 = F, C Fl C ..a C F,,, 
is strictly increasing and 
(Fi : Fi-J = p, 1 <i<s, 
(F : Fs+J < s. 
(1) 
(2) 
Thens < 7 ands # 6. 
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Note that we do not assume that P is Enite. Our proof follows closely 
the proof of Proposition 2.6 in [2]. 
LEMMA 1. Ifs > 3, i > (s + 2)/2 then Fi is ~~~-~b~l~~~. 
Proolf. Assume that Fi is Abelian and i 3 (S f 2)/2. Since F,+1 is 
generated by two Abelian subgroups 
4 and b--s+i-lj7&s-i+P 
and aiel belongs to both these subgroups, we infer that ai, belongs to the 
center of Fs,, e (2) implies that b” E F,,, for some M < S. Therefore 
and consequently a, = a, , F,,, = F, , which contradicts the fact that 
Fs f Fs,, ~ 
From this point until the end of the proof of Theorem 5 we shall assume 
that s > 4. By Lemma 1, Fs-, , is non-Abelian. Of course, F, , Fl and Fz 
are Abelian. If k is the largest integer such that F7c is Abelian then 
2 -G k < (s -I- 2)/2. (3 
If 1 i - j j < k then ai and aj commute because they both belong to t 
Abelian group b-tFkbt for suitably chosen t. If 1 i - j / = k then ai and 
do not commute. Indeed, if they commute then also a, and ak commute 
and F,,, would be Abelian. This contradicts our choice of k. 
LEMMA 2. The center of F,(k < u < 2k) is the group 
b--“ffeFZk-WbU-k. @I 
Proof. If x E F, , x # 1, then x can be written in the form 
x = af(i)&‘:i;rl) . . . a:(i) (O<i,<j<u-I), 
where e(i) and e(j) are not congruent to zero modulo p. 
If i < u - k then x does not commute with ai+& . Hj > k - 1 then x 
does not commute with a&k . Hence, if x belongs to the center of -I;, then 
u - k < i < j < k - 1, i.e., x belongs to the group (4). By the remark 
which precedes this lemma we know that the group (4) is contained in 
the center of I;, . This completes the proof. 
For I. < u < s - 2 we have b--lFWb # FW because F,,, # Fu . 
implies that 
b-lFu,b = F, n b-lE;b 
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and that b-lFu-,b is normal in Fu,, . The factor group Fu.+l/b-lFu-lb has 
order p2 and consequently it is Abelian. Hence, b-lF,-,b contains the 
commutator subgroup of F,,, . 
In particular, if u = k we get 
1 # (a, , UJ = Cz$Q *‘* a;(“‘, (5) 
where (a, , ak) = u;~u;‘cI,,cz~ , 1 < m < n < k - 1, and e(m) and e(n) 
are not congruent to zero modulo p. 
LEMMA% m+k>s--1. 
Proof. Assume that m + k < s - 2. Then a,+l, commutes with aj 
for m < j < n. Therefore (5) implies that am+% and (a, , a,J do not 
commute. 
On the other hand, since a,+rc and ak commute we have 
Gik(aO , a3 a,+k = &Lkw,+k , ak) = Gw4 ak> (6) 
with u = (a,, , am+3. S ince u is a commutator of two elements of Fm+k+l 
and m + k < s - 2 we must have u E b-lFm+k,_,b. By Lemma 2, ak is in 
the center of b-lFm+,+lb. Therefore u and ak commute and 
(&Ju, ak) = u-l&&&,ti& = u-‘(a,, , ak) td. (7) 
From (5) and Lemma 2 we deduce that (a,, , ak) is in the center of 
b-lFm+k-lb. Hence, (6) and (7) imply that a,+l, and (a0 , ak) commute. 
This contradicts our first conclusion. 
LEMMA‘%. 2k-n as- 1. 
Proof. Assume that 2k - n < s - 2. Then anWk commutes with aj 
for m < j -C M. Therefore (5) implies that an-a and (a,, , ak) do not com- 
mute. 
On the other hand, since an-k and a, commute we have 
with u = (ak , a,*). Since a is a commutator of two elements of 
b-n+kF21--n+lbn-k and 2k - y1 < s - 2 we must have v E b-n+k-1F21c-n-lbR-k+1. 
By Lemma 2, a, is in the center of b-n+k-1F2k-n-lbn-k+1. Therefore v and 
a, commute and 
(a, ) akv) = a;lv-la,lu,u,v = v-yao ) UJ v. (9) 
From (5) and Lemma 2 we deduce that (a,, , a%) is in the center of 
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b-R+k-lF~k-n-l bn-k+l. Hence, (8) and (9) imply that CE,-~ an 
commute. 
This contradicts our first conclusion. 
Let us now prove Theorem 5. From Lemmas 3 and 4 and (3) we get 
s-l-k<m<n<2k-s+11, 
$(s - 1) < k < $(s + 2) 
which implies that s < 7 and s f 6. 
5. A BOUND FOR s 
Now we can prove our main result. 
THEOREM 6. Let G be a connected graph of vabncy p + I where p is a 
prime. Suppose that am(G) has a subgroup A which acts as a ~egu~a~pe~m~- 
tation group on the set of s-arcs of G forBxed s >, 0. Then s < 7 and s f 6. 
Proq’. We claim that the hypotheses of Theorem 5 are satisfied if we 
takeF=H,a=~EH,_~,xfl,b=~~. 
By Theorem 4 we have 
Fi = H,Mi (O<i<S+-I) 
and by Theorem 8 of [l] we have 
/ Fg I = I H,-, I = pi (0 < i < s), 
j F, 1 = 1 Ho 1 = (p $ l)P’-‘o 
We have -F, # F,,, , i.e., HO :+ H-, , because HO is not normal in 
(Theorem 2) and (H : HJ = 1 or 2 (Theorem 3). 
Hence, the assertion follows from Theorem 5. 
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